Covid Convalescent Plasma
Inpatient physicians can now order the Covid Convalescent Plasma (CCP) for patients
at KMC, GV, Soin, Sycamore and FH. The patient must be enrolled into the Mayo Clinic
Expanded Access to Convalescent Plasma for the Treatment of Patients with COVID-19
trial.

Prior to placing the order set:
1. Once the patient is identified as a potential recipient of convalescent plasma, contact Dr. Jeffrey
Weinstein and Dr. Mary Connolly by email as soon as possible. (they are available 7A-7P)
2. Enter an order for ABO/RH Type.
3. The KHN Research Team will complete a preliminary eligibility screen and will send the Mayo Clinic
consent form and instructions to the physician if patient meets initial criteria.
4. Once the consent form has been signed by the patient or the legal authorized representative, place
the signed copy in the chart and ask the nurse or HUC to scan the consent form into Epic.
5. Notify Dr. Jeffrey Weinstein and Dr. Mary Connolly the consent has been obtained and the research
team will complete the eligibility verification and register the patient into the Mayo Clinic trial if eligible.
6. The research team will directly contact the ordering physician to either confirm that the patient meets
eligibility or relay that the patient is not eligible and why. For eligible patients, the research team will
provide a Mayo Clinic Trial Patient ID Number to both the physician and the KHN Blood Bank which is
verification that the patient is enrolled in the trial and is eligible to receive the convalescent plasma.
When ordering the CCP, be sure to enter the Mayo Clinical Trial Patient ID.

Place the order set:
1. Search for the COVID Convalescent Plasma Administration order set.

2. Within the lab portion of the order, enter the Mayo Clinic Trial Patient ID Number provided by the
KHN Research Team.

•

Order IV therapy, medications or additional labs if desired.
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Nursing:
Make sure the Mayo Clinic consent has been scanned into the chart. This does not replace the KHN
blood consent. Have the patient sign the KHN consent as you normally would.
2. On the Blood Administration flowsheet, release the order for the COVID Convalescent Plasma.
3. There is nothing different from administering a regular unit of plasma (no special equipment required)
except that vital signs must be obtained 4 hours after the end of the transfusion and 24 hours after the
end of the transfusion to complete required documentation for the Mayo Clinic trial.
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